Magnetic fields in the universe are in general weak, of the order of μGauss only. However, in compact objects they assume extraordinarily large values. These are produced by gravitational collapse of massive magnetized objects. Clearly, fields in the massive progenitor are energetically limited by the available energy which can be fed into the generation of currents and magnetic fields. However, when collapsing down to small scales magnetic fields become superstrong exceeding any limits which can be reached in the laboratory. A brief review and discussion is given on the absolute limitation to the magnetic field strengths which can be obtained during such collapses.
INTRODUCTION
The large-scale dynamics of the universe is governed by the general cosmic expansion and the gravitational field of the massive objects. Magnetic fields are believed not to play any major role in the former [1, 2] . It is believed that magnetic fields have not, or at least not at appreciable strength, been present at the Big Bang and during the following inflationary period. If they were present at all then in the form of the spurious magnetic monopoles. They become important on smaller scales. On scales of compact magnetized objects they start becoming non-negligible and, for a number of processes [3] , even become the dominant force.
Magnetic fields are bound to electric current flow and thus, in contrast to electric fields whose sources are elementary charges and charge differences, be generated by processes which cause electric currents. Currents imply non-ambipolar transport of charges. The question of how strong magnetic fields can become is thus reduced to the question of how strong any currents can become. In classical electrodynamics this implies from Ampère's law for stationary magnetic fields that ∇ × B = μ 0 J, J = e (N i V i − N e V e ) ≈ −eN(V e − V i ) (1) if restricting to charge transport alone and assuming nonmagnetic media of (for simplicity singly charged) ion and electron densities and bulk velocities N i,e , V i,e respectively. Otherwise one would add a magnetization term M which depends on the properties of matter. Determination of M requires a quantum mechanical treatment in the framework of solid state physics. Assuming, without restriction, quasineutrality N e ≈ N i = N, only velocity differences contribute. Since electrons are substantially more mobile than ions, the current can reasonably be approximated by the electron current J ≈ −eNV e , a condition strictly holding in the ion frame of reference. Since velocities are limited by the velocity of light c, the magnetic field is classically limited by (2) suggesting that the magnetic field grows with L and density N.
Here N cc is in units of electrons per cm −3 , and L km is the length scale across a current filament in units of km. In the crust of a neutron star, for instance, we have L km ∼ 1. If roughly all electrons in the crust would participate in current flow, we had N cc × ∼ 10 30 . Hence, the magnetic field strength could go up to B ∼ 10 28 Gauss, a huge number compared with the maximum B ∼ 10 15 − 10 16 Gauss observed in magnetars. This crude estimate needs to be commented on in order to avoid misunderstanding. Magnetic fields are believed to be generated preferentially by dynamo actions. Such actions are presumably not at work in white dwarfs, neutron stars, magnetars or any other compact objects. The fields are produced in their differentially rotating progenitors. Take the Sun as an example with dynamo action in the convection zone of thickness L ∼ 2 × 10 5 km and average density N cc ∼ 8 × 10 23 . Using the total width of the convection zone grossly overestimates the current filament width. An absolute upper limit would be L km 2 × 10 4 . Clearly velocities are also much less than c. Thus, using c yields an extreme absolute upper limit on the magnetic field B < 10 21 T. The comparably strong fields in neutron stars are subsequently produced in the rapid collapse of the magnetized heavy progenitor star not having had time within the time of collapsing to dissipate the magnetic energy which becomes compressed into the tiny neutron star volume. The compression factor being of the order of ∼ 10 12 yielding limit fields of B 10 35 Gauss.
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The classical electrodynamic estimate clearly fails in providing an upper limit on magnetic field strength that would match the observational evidence.
Other no less severe discrepancies are obtained from putting the neutron star magnetic field energy equal to the total available rotational energy both in the progenitor or in the neutron star assuming equipartition of rotational and magnetic energyclearly a barely justified assumption in both cases. Magnetic energy cannot become larger than the originally available dynamical energy of its cause of which it is just a fraction. It is presumably principally questionable whether magnetic fields could ever have been produced by any classical mechanism substantially stronger than observed in neutron stars (except for a brief ∼10 s long post-collapse dynamo-amplification phase at the best yielding another factor of ∼10-100 [8] ) and, by further concentration of magnetic energy in smaller volumes, bunching of magnetic flux tubes, as believed to occur in magnetars. If much stronger fields were generated at all, it must have happened during times and in objects where magnetic fields could have been produced by processes other than classical dynamos. One thus has to enter quantum electrodynamics respectively quantum field theory in order to infer about the principal physical limitations on the generation of any magnetic fields. The following investigation is motivated less by observations than by this fundamental theoretical question.
FLUX ELEMENTS
Quantum mechanics provides a way of obtaining a first limit on the magnetic field from solution of Schrödinger's equation, originally found by Landau [4] in 1930, of an electron orbiting in a homogeneous magnetic field. The physical interpretation of this solution was given much later in Aharonov-Bohm theory [5] . From the requirement that the magnetic flux of a field B confined in an electron gyration orbit must be single valued, Aharonov and Bohm inferred that = ν 0 is quantized with flux element 0 = 2πh/e, e the elementary charge, and ν = 1, 2, . . . . Since ν = / 0 is the number of elementary fluxes carried by the field, and B = /π 2 , putting ν = 1 defines a smallest magnetic length
This length, which is the gyroradius of an electron in the lowest lying Landau energy level, can be interpreted as the radius of a magnetic field line in the magnetic field B. Field lines become narrower the stronger the magnetic field. On the other hand, rewriting Equation (3) yields an expression for the magnetic field
from which, for a given shortest "critical" length B ≡ c the maximum magnetic field B c corresponding to c can, in principle, be estimated. Putting, for instance, c = 2πh/mc equal to the electron Compton length λ 0 = 2πh/mc, one obtains the critical pulsar (neutron star) magnetic field strength B q ≡ B ns ≈ 3 × 10 9 T = 3 × 10 13 Gauss. It is of considerable interest that approximately this field strength was indeed inferred from observation of the fundamental (ν = 1) electron cyclotron harmonic X-ray line detected from the HerX1 pulsar [7] , roughly two decades after Aharonov and Bohm's, and half a century after Landau's theory.
GENERALIZATION
Use of the Compton wavelength relates the limiting field strength in neutron stars to quantum electrodynamics. It raises the question for a more precise theoretical determination of the quantum electrodynamic limiting field strength accounting for relativistic effects. It also raises the question whether reference to other fundamental length scales may provide other principal limits on magnetic fields if only such fields can be generated by some means, i.e., if electric currents of sufficient strengths could flow under different conditions as for instance in quantum chromodynamics. Very formally, except as for inclusion of relativistic effects, Equation (4) provides a model equation for a limiting field in dependence on any given fundamental length scale c . Under this simplifying assumption the critical magnetic field B c scales simply with the inverse square of the corresponding fundamental length. Formally, this is graphically shown in Figure 1 under the assumption of validity of the Aharonov-Bohm scaling at higher energies.
The Compton limit to magnetic fields was known from straight energy considerations [cf. e.g., 8, for a review] which predict decay of the vacuum to pair formation at magnetic fields stronger than B ns . For this reason detection of magnetic fields exceeding the quantum limit by up to three orders in magnetars was an initial surprise. However, more precise relativistic electrodynamic calculations including higher order Feynman graphs readily showed that the Compton limit can well be exceeded. To first approximation in the anomalous magnetic moment of electrons [9] the lowest Landau level shifts according to
withᾱ = α/2π the reduced fine structure constant. This formula is valid for B < B q . It suggests a decrease of the lowest Landau energy level for increasing fields, obviously with violent non-physical consequences for astrophysical objects [10] . Thus, Feynman diagrams including higher-order self-attraction of electrons must be taken into account, in particular at large fields. In fields B B q substantially exceeding B q the electrons become relativistically massive, and the lowest Landau level, after passing through a minimum, increases [11, 12] as
From here it follows that the lowest Landau level energy doubles only at magnetic fields of the order of B ∼ 10 28 T (∼ 10 32 Gauss), way above any neutron star or magnetar surface magnetic fields. Relativistic self-energy corrections causing magnetic field decay will thus come into play only at these energies which may be the ultimate limit on magnetic field strengths. It is notable that this limit approximately coincides with the [6] best recent experimental determinations of an upper limit for the electron radius. Below this scale additional effects should enter, principally inhibiting any further increasing magnetic field strengths or even existence of magnetic fields. It thus seems that up to this scale the Aharonov-Bohm scaling on which Figure 1 is based is not completely unjustified. This is most interesting also from the point of view that both the electro-weak and strong interaction scales are in the permitted domain simply since electrons maintain their nature throughout these scales. It is only the desert range of energies respectively scales which is excluded. It includes in particular the GUT range of grand unification as well as quantum gravity, domains which have played a role only in the very early universe. Any rudimentary magnetic fields from that time have been diluted by inflation and cosmological expansion to low values only [1, 2] located at the bottom of Figure 1 .
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Unless magnetic monopoles ever existed and survived in the universe, magnetic fields must have been produced at any times via generation of electric currents. Fields generated in the early universe have subsequently been diluted to today's low large scale values as discussed elsewhere [1, 2] . They might have been strong initially, in which case their strengths are as well subject to limitation. However, all reasonable strengths estimated from dynamo and other models in classical and chromodynamic theories [1] do most probably not reach any of the above quantum electrodynamic limits. Presumably one does not need to call for additional chromodynamic limitations. This assertion may be based on the role electrons play in current generation, which is at the base of any large scale magnetic field production. Electrons and their spins are also responsible for magnetism in solid state matter. Electrons are still believed to have no structure. In any case, at scales "inside" an electron, i.e., below the fictive electron radius r e , currents should either loose any meaning or do not exist at all and, hence, the notion of a magnetic field will probably not make much sense anymore. One may thus believe that the upper quantum electrodynamic limit sets an absolute bound on any realistic magnetic field strengths. The application of the Aharonov-Bohm scaling in Figure 1 to magnetic fields in the universe seems to provide a reasonable idea about the expected absolute limitations on magnetic field strengths on quantum electrodynamic scales. Clearly, the vacuum changes character at short scales and high energies, since photons become heavy switching to electroweak bosons, and quarks come into play in matter. Electrons remain the same down to at least r e ∼ 10 −22 m, the current upper limit on the electron radius [6] . This suggests writing the critical magnetic field Equation (4) as where c ≥ 0 , and 0 r e is the relevant minimum length above that magnetic fields make sense. In Figure 1 this behavior is indicated as the dashed black curve that deviates from the diagonal. Still, stability of the vacuum is not as clear as it is in the quantum electrodynamic range in the presence of the superstrong magnetic fields in the electro-weak and chromodynamic ranges. The problem remains that magnetic fields must have to be generated either at those small scales, or at much larger electrodynamic scales from where they collapse down to those small scales. What concerns the generation of magnetic fields before collapse by the generally accepted dynamo or battery effects, magnetic field strengths are strictly limited by the available dynamical energies, which are far below any quantum electrodynamic limit. One may argue that, as long as the scale of the electron radius is not reached during collapse, the quantum electrodynamic scaling provides a reasonable absolute limitation on any possible magnetic field strength. Neutron stars and magnetars have scales excessively larger than the electron scale. Heavier objects by decreasing their scale could possess substantially stronger fields, but the permitted range is narrowed by the condition that such objects readily become black holes when collapsing which, by the famous no-hair theorem, do not host any magnetic fields. It is not known what would happen to the field by crossing the horizon for no information about the field would be left to the external observer. The no-hair theorem suggests that the field is simply sucked in into the hole and disappears together with the collapsing mass. Ordinary reasoning assuming maintenance of the frozen-in state then suggests that the field inside the horizon should further increase in the presumably continuing gravitational collapse.
The available strong fields which come closer to the quantum electrodynamic limits are found in neutron stars and magnetars. So far no strange star magnetic fields have been positively detected. It has even been shown [13] that such fields, possibly present in superconducting strange stars, would rotationally decay within times shorter than ∼ 20 Myrs. In magnetars, the presence of fields stronger than B ns = B q is now well understood [for a review of many aspects, cf., 8] as consequence of crustal effects causing local concentration of magnetic fields and extended magnetic loops bearing some similarity to the wellknown sunspots [see also the collection of articles in 3]. Effects on matter in superstrong fields were investigated first in Ruderman [14] and have been reviewed in [15, 16] and others.
